Abstract. Aim: Authors present a misdiagnosed case of proximal tibial stress fracture emphasizing diagnostical and treatment methods. Case report: A 27-year-old international top-level handball player, presented to us with a stress fracture of the right proximal anterior tibia in connection with repetitive and excessive stress to lower leg. He plays right wing position and uses his right leg for jumping. There was no history of previous injuries. We used a new non-operative approach in treating a top-level handball player as well as detailed diagnostic monitoring of both the injury and the recovery. Athlete’s response to the new non-operative approach was excellent after having been misdiagnosed. Documented monitoring lasted for 3.5 years after the conservative treatment had been finished. Conclusion: The emphasis is put on the importance of making a diagnosis at the right time and choosing adequate treatment with the aim of reducing time needed for recovery and returning top-level athletes’ performance to the same level as prior to injury. Based on a detailed search of relevant literature, the authors have found that stress fractures have never before been described in handball players.
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INTRODUCTION

Stress fractures are focal structural weaknesses in bones which are caused by repetitive and excessive stress to bones. They normally occur because of chronic skeletal overloading which lasts for a certain period of time which is not sufficient for bones to adapt appropriately. These type of fractures are most frequently seen in military and athletic populations. Low quality nutrition and the way of living may increase the risk of stress fracture. The most frequent locations for stress fractures are the tibia (23.6 percent), tarsal navicular (17.6 percent), metatarsal (16.2 percent), fibula (15.5 percent), femur (6.6 percent), pelvis (1.6 percent), and spine (0.6 percent). Different reports estimate tibial stress fracture to compose anywhere from 18.9 % to 63.0 % of all fractures in athletes. This kind of injury in athletes requires a period without training and playing. Rehabilitation lasts on average 12±7 weeks depending on severity of the injury. Such a long period represents a problem for athletes because the recovery is too long to allow athletes to return to competitive training quickly and easily.

In this article we managed to show that handball players are as prone to this kind of injury as any other athletes. Modern sports are increasingly demanding for athletes what leads to more frequent injuries to musculoskeletal system. Thus, the task set before sports medicine is a challenging one. It strives to give athletes fast and complete recovery and return them to training as soon as possible. Early correct diagnosis and the

According to our knowledge, stress fractures also occur in handball players, which has not been described so far.

Figure 1 May 2007; X-ray of the right lower leg – in the area of ventral tibia, in proximal metaphysis, transparent focal point within the compact bone
right choice of treatment method can significantly influence further professional progress of athletes.

**CASE REPORT**

We are reporting on the case of a 27-year-old international top level handball player, right wing position (position 1 in handball) World championship gold medalist in Portugal 2003 and Olympic gold medalist in Athens 2004, a man who is playing professional handball and is a national handball team member. The player had no history of injuries in handball except for classic contusion and bruises that have never caused him any days off the field. The patient does not drink alcohol, does not smoke and is on a special sports diet. He trains two times a day. The first symptoms appeared in February 2007 and manifested as pain in the upper part of the right lower leg. The pain would not recede when the player rested from activity (Figure 1). The pain worsened with time until the player asked for medical help 5 months after the first symptoms had appeared. During examination in July 2007 the player felt tenderness to palpation in the area of the proximal third of tibia and there was a localized swelling, but no changes...
on the skin. In the moment of examination, X-ray scan (Figure 2) showed a radiotransparent focal point in the area of frontal corticalis of the proximal third of the right tibia what was an indication for a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan. The findings showed a hypodensitve zone localized in the same region as on X-ray findings, 13 mm in radius with vague borders; and sclerotic bone in the center. Considering the mentioned findings, the player was prescribed a 6-week sports activity restriction. By looking at the available club doctors’ records, we did not find a diagnosis based on which they recommended therapy. A period of rest caused pain to recede so the player was allowed to return to training, initially straight-line running over a period of 7 days after which the player was allowed to return to specific handball training. At the beginning of 2007/08 handball season, in September 2007 the pain in the area of the right lower leg increased during training as well as during matches; the pain was sharp and piercing, localized in the upper third of the right lower leg and it disabled the player in training. It is important to note that, considering player’s field position and the fact that he is a right winger, the right leg is extremely important in jumping. Team doctor indicated that further examination was necessary, in particular scintigraphy with technetium 99m (Tc 99m) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) after which a diagnosis was made doubting on osteoid osteoma. Computed tomography (CT)-guided biopsy was indicated. The osteoid osteoma diagnosis was made based on the mentioned symptoms which did not respond adequately to therapy and based on changes shown on MRI and x-ray images. It can be noticed from available records that the therapeutic approach to injury was inadequate and incomplete as well as an undefined diagnosis made by club doctors. Pathological analysis of tissue excluded such a diagnosis and stress fracture of the tibial shaft was finally made. Post-operatively, the player was prescribed 6-week of rest and non-weight-bearing on the right leg for the first two weeks. After 2-3 months the pain worsened and the player had to stop training. The team doctor recommended a different surgical procedure i.e. endomedullary osteosynthesis of the right lower leg. Player’s withdrawal from training coincided with the winter period of the national team activities (European Championship in Norway in January 2008) so the player, after having been examined by the senior author, who at the time was the head doctor of the national handball federation, withdrew from the roster of the national handball team. The patient contacted the senior author for a second opinion after having been prescribed numerous unsuccessful therapies. We first wanted additional radiological examination which showed a situation which was characteristic for a stress fracture of the right lower leg. By taking into consideration the mentioned symptoms, the age of the athlete, biomechanics of the sport that he practices and a detailed analysis of entire examinations we have made the diagnosis of midanterior tibial stress fracture. In agreement with the senior author, the patient opted for a conservative approach in treating his injury and underwent a rehabilitation treatment in the following protocol – continued physical therapy lasting four weeks with the use of standard therapeutic methods which include interferential currents, magnet, laser with cluster probe 1000 mW; as a novelty, Extracorporeal Shock Wave Therapy (ESWT)/10 Hz/2-3 bar was introduced, and it was repeated 5 times. The player repeated 4 weeks of rehabilitation in another specialized rehabilitation centre which continued with a similar treatment but without using ESWT. Because of the duration of the treatment, the player cancelled his participation in the Summer Olympic Games in Beijing.

Stress fractures are serious sports injuries which can go unnoticed for a long period of time and be incorrectly diagnosed or treated. It is very important to diagnose stress fracture in time and carry out adequate therapy to enable faster and more efficient treatment, and returning of a healthy player to the field.

In the control multislice computed tomography (MSCT), May 2008, after having completed the
described therapeutic cycle, axial layers of the right lower leg – three dimensional (3D) and multiplaner reconstructions (MPR), compared to a series of earlier images, oval endostotic change in the ventrical corticalis of the right tibia is barely noticeable. In the cross sections the earlier formation was entirely much more sclerotic compared to the previous CT findings (Figure 3). During clinical examination, following the therapy, the player stated that he felt less pain in the upper part of tibia even after weight bearing on his leg.

In conclusion, tibial stress fracture caused athlete’s yearlong withdrawal and missing a whole season, neither playing at the Olympic Games nor the European Handball Championship due to a late diagnosis. Today, the patient still plays top level handball and he no longer experiences any difficulties or pain.

**DISCUSSION**

Handball is a team contact sport, popular worldwide but especially in Europe and Scandinavia. It owes its popularity to great dynamics and speed.
as well as strength and skill in competing between the opposing physically extremely well-prepared players. By analyzing the literature, the authors have not found any data on stress fracture in handball players, although numerous studies have researched injuries in handball. The explanation is simple to understand: when activity and stress on bone are increased, this increases the turnover rate of bone as it adapts to the increased forces. If the forces applied are too great, too frequent, and/or too long-standing, assuming they are not great enough to cause a frank fracture, they will result in a stress response or stress fracture in the bone.

It has been reported that the frequency of stress fracture in athletes is 1.4% – 4.4%.

In Iwamoto and Takeda study the highest proportion of stress fracture was seen with aerobics, classical ballet, rowing, track and field, basketball, volleyball, soccer, baseball, rugby, and tennis. Apart from athletes and military recruits, stress fracture has increasingly been reported in recreational athletes. The rising popularity of running sports has led to an increase in lower extremity injuries. Recreational runners who run more than 25 miles per week are more prone to stress fractures, like athletes who participate in track and field, basketball, soccer, or dance. Although stress fractures can occur during almost any sports activity, swimming seems to be safe in this respect. The rising concern of today’s population regarding their physical fitness and appearance has led to an increase in the number of stress fractures in recreational athletes.

Most tibial stress fractures involve the postero-medial proximal and distal tibia. Posterior tibial stress fractures are on the compression side of the tibia, which allows early response to rest and activity modification with an early return to sports. Midanterior tibial stress fractures what we had in our case report are far less common, composing 2.4% of all stress fractures and 4.6% of tibial stress fractures. According to Authors’ knowledge there was no report about the occurrence of tibial stress fractures in handball. According to our case their incidence is almost equivalent as the one described in soccer players or soldiers.

Tibial stress injuries include different types of bone lesions which can manifest in a number of abnormalities ranging from asymptomatic osteopenia to fracture all occurring as a consequence of abnormal repetitive stress which normal bone is exposed to. This range of lesions includes periostitis, cortical osteopenia, cancellous bone, and cortical fractures, which are often related to different degrees of reactive soft tissue and bone marrow edema.

It is very difficult to prevent these injuries because of a large number of factors which contribute to stress fractures. One study discovered lower 25-hydroxyvitamin D levels in Finnish male military recruits with stress fractures. A research study of female military recruits showed an increased risk of stress fracture in those with a history of smoking, exercising less than three times per week, and drinking more than 10 alcoholic drinks per week before beginning of basic training.

Risk factors for tibial stress fracture include age, gender, body weight, race, and training history, while biomechanical parameters such as external rotation of the hip and vertical ground reaction forces during running have also been associated with stress fractures. Pain, focal tenderness (65.9 to 100 percent) and edema usually manifest in patients at the site of injury during examination. We should confirm diagnosis with imaging methods.

The role of diagnostic imaging remains fundamental in detecting the cause of chronic lower leg pain. Radiography detects only a small number of stress fractures and it is hard to recognize them without using more sophisticated diagnostic imaging. MRI and CT are diagnostic tools with the highest sensitivity and specificity in the differential diagnosis of lower leg pain. We can also use a technetium 99m labeled bone scan.

In case of non-surgical treatment failure, operative management is another option. In a study carried out on 7 collegiate-level athletes, Varner and Younas have described 11 chronic anterior midtibial stress fractures treated with reamed intramedullary nailing. They were monitored for 17
months and they showed low complication rate. All patients returned to sports activity in 3-5 months’ time.3.

Many prevention methods for stress fractures were tested but without any significant results. We only found in one study that orthotics for example shock-absorbing shoe inserts proved to be effective in reducing the occurrence of lower extremity stress injury in military recruits30. Calcium and vitamin D metabolism and supplementation may influence the prevention of stress fracture however the data are controversial14.

CONCLUSION

The aim of this case report was to show that stress fractures also occur in handball players, which has not been described so far in any article according to our knowledge. We can conclude that stress fractures are serious sports injuries which can go unnoticed for a long time as well as be incorrectly diagnosed and treated. It keeps athletes away from training and competition for a long period. It is very important to diagnose stress fracture in time and carry out adequate therapy which will enable a faster and more efficient treatment, and consequently returning of a healthy player to the field.
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